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C

of many of the premier hunting bows found in the archery marketplace, this is
ArrowTrade’s 2019 Flagship Compound Hunting Bow Evaluation. As in the past, the focus of this event is hunting-style
compound bows that highlight the cutting edge of those products currently available in the archery marketplace, with the
main goal of providing archers who enjoy hunting with appropriate objective information, as well as some subjective
commentary, to aid in the selection process. This is done by providing relevant information regarding the performance of
these bows in the following test categories:
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For bows
that are within
per Inch of Power Stroke
Upon receipt of each bow, a thorough examination is the box, no modifications are made.
conducted straight out of the box. Notes are taken documentAll modifications requiring a bow press are made with a
ing any imperfections in the finish and machine work. The Last Chance Archery Power Press. This press uses an electric
areas of interest for this inspection are as follows:
motor and a screw-drive mechanism to apply pressure to the
Grip, Cable Guard, Riser, Limbs and Pockets, Cams,
limb tips of each bow, reducing the amount of stress put on
Strings and Cables
both the limbs and the riser.
After the inspection is complete, a Revere Model 9363
Draw-force curves are then created to determine the
load cell and a TotalComp T500E indicator, adapted for use amount of stored energy for use in dynamic efficiency calon a Hooter Shooter, are used to determine the peak draw culations, after which performance testing based on the test
weight, draw length, actual let-off and effective let-off ; brace categories begins.
height is measured to the nearest thousandth of an inch with
For the performance tests, 300, 360, 420 and 540 grain
a set of Mitutoyo Calipers while axle-to-axle length is mea- Black Eagle arrows are utilized. These arrow weights equate
sured with a calibrated 36 inch steel rule.
to 5, 6, 7 and 9 grains per pound of the 60 pound peak
Next, a New Archery Products QuikTune 3000 arrow rest draw weight. All arrow weights are verified using an Easton
and a brass nock are installed and each bow is shot by hand Advanced Grain Scale.
in the “out-of-box configuration” to baseline the speed of
A Hooter Shooter is used throughout the performance
each bow as provided by the manufacturer. Again, notes are testing to minimize human-induced errors. An Easton
taken to document the feel of the grip, the draw cycle and the Professional Chronograph is used for all speed measurements
sound and vibration output, as felt by the shooter, to prevent in conjunction with a Pro-Chrono Digital Chronograph from

Speed per inch of Power Stroke
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Competition Electronics for confirmation. The Easton Professional
Chronograph is used primarily for
its ability to display speeds down to
the tenth of a foot per second. Both
chronographs consistently provide
speed measurements within 1-2
fps of one another.
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By Anthony Barnum
manufacturers and sponsors who
Overview:
Continuing our yearly evaluation of many of the premier hunting bows found in the archery marketplace, this is
provided equipment for this evaluArrowTrade’s 2018 Flagship Compound Hunting Bow Evaluation. As in the past, the focus of this event is hunting style
compound bows that highlight the cutting edge of the products currently available in the archery marketplace, with the
ation; without them and their supmain goal of providing archers who enjoy hunting with appropriate objective information, as well as some subjective
commentary, to aid in the selection process. This is done by providing relevant information regarding the performance of
port, this evaluation never would
these bows in the following test categories:
have been possible.
Test Category
Assessment
I am happy to be able to include
Provides an indication of the amount of energy output by a bow relative to the energy
Dynamic Efficiency
expended through drawing the bow back. An assessment is made with multiple arrow
Dead Center Archery Products as a
weights.
Provides an indication of the amount of speed output by the bow over the distance
Speed per Inch
stabilizer sponsor for these reviews.
from the valley to the static brace height position. An assessment is made with
of Power Stroke
multiple arrow weights.
Not only does the company provide
Provides an indication of the noise output characteristics of a bow at the “point blank”
Noise Output
product offerings to meet just about
range utilizing a series of shots with multiple arrow weights.
everyone’s needs; it also employs
Provides an indication of the vibration characteristics of a bow during and after shot
Vibration
execution utilizing a series of shots with multiple arrow weights.
some of the best people in the industry. Todd Reich, owner of DCAP, is
Note:
one of the nicest people you will
meet and is willing to take the time
Test Method
Category
Description
to help you pick out a product based on your stated goals
1) Collect speed data for four different arrow
weights.
and desires. DCAP’s Dead Silent stabilizer series and Pro Bow
a. Set up a chronograph at a distance of 36 Since bows react differently to different
inches from the throat of the grip of the bow. arrow weights, four arrows of 5, 6, 7 and
Balancer have been great additions to my archery toolset.
b. Use a Hooter Shooter to shoot five arrows of 9 grains per pound are used in this
assessment. Because there are so many
each weight through the chronograph.
Black Eagle Arrows provided all of the shafts, nocks, inserts, Speed per Inch
configurations
in
today’s
c. Note each speed and average for each varying
compound bows (e.g. low or high brace
weight.
Power
of
weights and other precision components needed for me to
height, reflex/deflex riser geometry), the
2) Determine the power stroke length.
Stroke
a. Measure the brace height and add 1-3/4 of amount of speed output by each bow per
build up the high-quality, tight-tolerance arrows needed for my
inch of its power stroke is a reasonable
an inch.
b. Subtract the measurement from a from the way to compare each bow on more of an
technical evaluations. Jason Wilkins from Black Eagle Arrows
equal playing field.
draw length of the bow (see Figure 1).
3) Divide the speeds from step 1 by the power
provided great insight and suggestions, graciously dealing with
stroke measurement from step 2) to determine
Efficiency
the speedDynamic
per inch of power stroke.
a number of detailed questions. Needless to say these are great
Test Method
arrows that are backed by an even better company.
Category
Description
I have been using the Power Press Deluxe from Last Chance
1) Create a force-draw curve.
The purpose of the compound bow is to transfer the
2) Analyze the curve to determine the energy expended in drawing the bow back (potential
Archery for the past six years with flawless performance. This
stored energy.
or stored energy) into the energy that propels the
Using the speed data captured in arrow downrange (kinetic energy). Unfortunately, not
press is quick, convenient and easy to use. It features a screw- Dynamic 3) the
speed per inch of power stroke all of the potential energy is turned into kinetic energy.
test, determine the dynamic There are various reasons for this but regardless of
drive mechanism that uses an electric motor to compress the Efficiency
efficiency for each arrow weight the cause, you do not get all the energy out of the bow
using the following formula:
that you put into it. The reason for testing dynamic
limb tips of just about any bow on the market. This has the
efficiency is to determine which bows perform the best
ArrowWeight *Velocity
in transferring the energy that is “stored” into the
KE =
effect of minimizing stress on both the riser and the limbs. I
energy in motion that is released through the arrow.
450240
Noise Output
have since added Last Chance Archery’s EZ Vise to my toolset
Test Method
Description
and I have to say it has made setup a breeze. Acting as a third Category
1) While conductingPSE
the speed
per
of Cycle
powerEfficiency
stroke A great deal of emphasis is placed on
hand, the EZ Vise keeps each bow positioned just how I need it
X-Force
GXinch
Draw
test, set up a test microphone 36 inches in front of the amount of noise output by
the throat of the grip of the bow at a height of 36 compound bows. Today’s hunting bows
for rest and nock-point installation as well as brace-height and
inches with an arrow trajectory offset of 6 inches.
have
different
noise
output
Draw Cycle
Efficiency
= 96.9%
2) Using
National
Instruments software, capture the characteristics with varying arrow
axle-to-axle measurements.
sound pressure level data for each shot fired.
weights. Many hunters use heavier
Noise Output
3) Analyze the data using Matlab software to determine arrows for increased downrange kinetic
James and Barbara McGovern of Rinehart Targets have
the sound output in dB, dBA and dBC.
energy while others use lighter arrows
4) After removing the highest and lowest measurement for increased speed. Because of these
supported these evaluations since I started them in 2006 by
for each arrow weight, average the remaining values issues, noise output readings are
to determine the overall sound output level.
measured at point-blank range for four
providing targets for use in the evaluation. They are both very
Vibration different arrow weights.
easy to work with and their products are awesome. The new
Test Method
Description
Brick Wall system is both large and durable enough to take the Category
Stored Energy = 105.7 lb-ft.
Letdown Energy = 102.4 lb-ft.
1) While conducting the
speed per inch of
power The less vibration output by a bow and
Microphone
Setup
abuse of thousands of shots without fear of missing the target.
stroke test, set up a test accelerometer at a point felt by the archer during and after shot
Trajectory
on the riser opposite the throat of the grip.
execution,Arrow
the more
enjoyable a bow is
The ability to rotate sections with less wear into key areas is a
2) Using National Instruments software, capture to shoot, especially during long practice
36 Inches
acceleration
data
in
three
dimensions
for
each
sessions.
Our
test
equipment is highly
great feature for my testing. For those interested in backyard
shot fired.
sensitive; an archer may not be able to
the data using Matlab
software to distinguish between some of the
Top View
shooting, Rinehart has many options available, including my Vibration 3) Analyze
determine the vibration in the X, Y and Z measured vibration outputs of given
directions as well as the Draw
total vibration
bows. To most accurately reflect the
Distance output.
(inches)
personal favorite, the RhinoBlock XL. The RhinoBlock XL has a
4) After removing the highest and lowest vibration felt by an archer, the vibration
measurement for each arrow weight, average the data is collected on the front of the
removable core that can be replaced after sustaining a signifiForce-Draw
Letdown bow’s
Curve riser, opposite the throat of the
remaining Figure
values1:to
determineCurve
the and
maximum
vibration amplitude.
grip.
36 Inches
cant amount of broadhead damage.

The criteria outlined in this evaluation were deemed to be the important factors to consider for a compound bow. This evaluation in no way
represents all areas that are important to archers. Personal experience and preference were used to derive these criteria. In addition, each bow is
evaluated under very specific conditions and parameters with specialized test equipment. Your results may vary.
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Introduction

New for 2019, Bear Archery provides the Divergent as its
premium mid-priced offering. With a 28 inch axle-to-axle length
and a 6-1/2 inch brace height, the Divergent’s compact stature is
well-suited for both treestand and ground-blind hunting applications. The Divergent shares many of the same components
and technologies found on Bear’s flagship offerings and, with
a MSRP of $699.99, it offers excellent performance for the price.
The H19 hybrid cam system is the same found on the Kuma 30
and is the driving force behind this performance. In fact, the
Divergent rates highest in this evaluation for measured speed.
The H19 Hybrid cam system is paired with Bear’s Max Pre-Load Performance at a Glance ( 6 0.0 lbs, 2 9 -1 /4”) :
Quad limbs to store the energy necessary to generate advertised
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
300 Grains
321.4
68.8
13.8
IBO speeds of up to 338 fps and includes rotating modules to
360 Grains
296.5
70.2
15.2
provide draw-length adjustments between 25-1/2 and 30 inches
420 Grains
276.2
71.1
16.6
in 1/2 inch increments. Cables are routed through Bear’s hinge540 Grains
246.2
72.7
19.0
guard cable-containment system, which allows the cables to
Arrow (Grains):
300
360
420
540
deflect toward the centerline of the bow while under load before
80.6%
82.3%
83.3%
85.1%
Dynamic Efficiency:
moving back toward the outside of the riser at the shot to pro14.1
13.2
11.7
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.3
vide fletching clearance. Residual vibration and string oscillation
	
  
88.0
86.9
86.7
86.3
Noise Output (dBA):
are reduced through the incorporation of Shockwaves limb282.4
271.5
254.9
223.0
Total Vibration (G):
dampening devices and a single SonicStops string suppressor.
The only real differences between the Divergent and Bear’s more
expensive flagship offerings are the elimination of the upper string suppressor, the lack of a roller assembly on the hinge-guard
and some differences in machining associated with the BearCage riser. Otherwise, the Divergent is on par with higher-end
offerings at a budget-minded price tag.

Out-of-the-Box Assessment

The Divergent sample that was provided for this evaluation was measured to have a
brace height of 6.500 inches while the axle-to-axle length was measured to be 28 inches. The
requested 29 inch, 60 pound model was measured straight out of the box to have a 29-1/4
inch draw length and a peak draw weight of 57.6 pounds. When shot by hand with a 300 grain
arrow, the Divergent achieved an average speed of 317.5 fps in the out-of-box configuration,
with only a brass nock added to the string. Because the limb bolts were fully seated, several
twists were added to the cables to bring the Divergent into draw-weight specifications.

Content © Anthony Barnum. All rights reserved.

Subjective Test Results

Fit and Finish: The Divergent sample provided for this evaluation exhibited excellent fit
and finish. The riser’s Veil Stoke camo finish provided excellent coverage throughout and the
pattern was found to be clear, crisp and consistent throughout, without any noticeable seams
or distortion. The matching finish on the limbs was enhanced by silk-screened “Bear Archery”
and “Divergent” script logos and was found to be of the same quality of finish as the riser.
Finally, the machined-aluminum components and associated anodized finish were also free
from cosmetic defects.
Grip: The Divergent sample I evaluated came with Bear’s one-piece synthetic overmold
grip, known as the Narogrip, installed on the bow. Introduced in 2017, this grip has been
used on many Bear models since that time. The Narogrip fits cleanly into its allotted space
on the riser, resulting in smooth transitions between synthetic and aluminum material. The
grip provided excellent contours that fit my hand quite nicely while promoting positive hand
positioning. My attempts to introduce torque into the grip were met with excellent resistance.
Draw Cycle: The draw cycle on the Divergent ramps up very quickly yet smoothly in the
stacking phase, reaching near-peak draw weight early in the cycle. The transition out of the
stacking phase is quite seamless and the holding phase is characterized by a gradual decrease
in draw weight before the eccentrics begin to roll over into let-off. At this point, I experienced
a bit of hesitation that resulted in a rather abrupt drop into the valley but, with a bit of practice,
this portion of the draw cycle became much smoother. The valley is only moderately deep and

34 Bear Divergent
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Bear Divergent
a bit on the narrow side while the back wall also exhibits a
bit of give. Controlled let-down was readily achieved after
a few attempts and, on average, the Divergent stores 4.07
foot-pounds of energy for each inch that you draw it back.

Bear Divergent Draw Cycle Efficiency

90

Draw-Force Curve
Letdown-Force Curve
Peak Draw Force = 60 pounds
Peak Letdown Force = 57.4 pounds
Actual Letoff = 74.1%
Effective Letoff = 77%

80
70 Draw Cycle Efficiency = 95.6%

At the shot, the Divergent provides a bit of a bump in
the hand, after which the bottom of the riser jumps forward, toward the target. This results in the top of the bow
rotating back toward the shooter slightly during followthrough, returning to the brace position before gently
falling toward the target. I did not notice any tendency
for the Divergent to rotate horizontally in the hand after
the shot and an extremely high-frequency vibration was
dampened very quickly. The Divergent seemed to be just
slightly above average in sound output to my ear.

Objective Test Results
Speed/Performance Measurements
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using the stored energy and the let-down energy captured in
the draw-force curve. The stored energy was used further to
determine the average dynamic efficiency of the bow.

Speed measurements were made with four different
arrow weights to determine the average speed of the bow
per inch of power stroke. Draw cycle efficiency was calculated

Speed per inch of Power Stroke:

13.6

Dynamic Efficiency:
Draw Cycle Efficiency:

82.8%
95.6%

Vibration Measurements

Performance at a Glance ( 6 0.0 lbs, 2 9 -1 /4”) :

were made with four different
Arrow Vibration
Speed measurements
K.E.
Momentum
300 arrow
Grains
321.4
weights
to 68.8
determine13.8the average vibration in three
360 Grains
296.5
70.2
15.2
as the total
420 dimensions
Grains
276.2as well71.1
16.6 average vibration.
540 Grains

	
  

246.2

72.7

19.0

Arrow (Grains):
360
420
Positive 300
X-Vibration:
80.6%
82.3%
83.3%
Dynamic Efficiency:
Negative
X-Vibration:
14.1
13.2
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.3
88.0
86.9
86.7
Noise Output (dBA):
282.4
271.5
254.9
Positive
Y-Vibration:
Total Vibration
(G):

122.8 g
-102.8 g

540
85.1%
11.7
86.3

Negative Y-Vibration:

255.5 g
-205.0 g

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

241.7 g
-133.6 g

223.0
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Total Vibration:

258.0 g

The addition of a 10 inch Dead Center Archery Products
Dead Silent Carbon Stabilizer with 3 ounces of weight yielded
a reduction of peak total vibration when measured with a 360
grain arrow.
DCAP Reduction:

6.5%

Sound Measurements

Sound measurements were made with four different
arrow weights to determine the average sound output, the
average A-Weighted sound output (mimicking the human
ear) and the average C-Weighted sound output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:

Content © Anthony Barnum. All rights reserved.
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105.5 dB
86.9 dBA
97.0 dBC
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Introduction

New for 2019, Mathews provides the Tactic as its
mid-priced performance hunting bow. With a MSRP of
$849 (a figure associated with most flagship offerings
less than a decade ago), the Tactic is certainly near
the top end of the mid-priced category. However, it is
packed with a number of premium features that are
typically associated with Mathews’ flagship offerings,
resulting in excellent performance and value. Mathews’
AVS DYAD dual eccentric system is the power plant
behind this performance. Paired with composite split
limbs, the AVS DYAD cams store the energy necessary
to achieve advertised IBO speeds of up to 335 fps.
Performance at a Glance ( 6 0.1 lbs, 2 9 1 /4”) :
The AVS DYAD cams use replaceable modules to proArrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
vide draw-length adjustments in 1/2 inch increments
300 Grains
320.2
68.3
13.7
from 23-30 inches without the need of a bow press.
360 Grains
295.0
69.6
15.2
Mathews’ Zebra-Twist cables are routed through the
420 Grains
274.7
70.4
16.5
Reverse-Assist roller-guard assembly to ensure proper
540 Grains
244.3
71.5
18.8
fletching clearance while enhancing the draw cycle.
The Flatback grip used on the Tactic also provides a
Arrow (Grains):
300
360
420
540
comfortable contact point while facilitating consis85.2%
86.8%
87.8%
89.3%
Dynamic Efficiency:
tent hand placement. At 30-1/2 inches in axle-to-axle 	
  
14.5
13.5
12.0
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.7
length and sporting a 7 inch brace height, the Tactic
92.0
89.2
88.7
87.9
Noise Output (dBA):
is both compact and forgiving, making it an excellent
168.5
118.6
107.8
96.2
Total Vibration (G):
choice for a treestand or a hunting blind.

Out-of-the-Box Assessment

The Tactic sample that was provided for this evaluation was measured to have a brace height of 7.125 inches while the
axle-to-axle length was measured to be 30-1/2 inches. The requested 29 inch, 60 pound model was measured straight out of
the box to have a 29-1/4 inch draw length and a peak draw weight of 62.1 pounds. When shot by hand with a 300 grain arrow,
the Tactic achieved an average speed of 325.6 fps in the out-of-box configuration, with only
Content © Anthony Barnum. All rights reserved.
a brass nock added to the string. The limb bolts were adjusted to bring the Tactic into drawweight specifications.

Subjective Test Results

Fit and Finish: The fit and finish on the Tactic
sample provided for this evaluation were excellent
throughout. The black powdercoat finish on the riser
provided excellent coverage throughout while the
carbon-fiber pattern found on the limbs was found
to be clear, crisp and consistent without any stretching or distortion. The eccentrics, limb pockets and
Reverse-Assist
roller-guard assemblies were also
100
without any noticeable machining marks and exhibited 95
excellent anodized finishes.
Grip: First introduced on the 2016 Halon,
75
Mathews’
Flatback grip is included on the Tactic. This
grip is a single-piece synthetic overmold construction
with a “Mathews” script logo carbon-fiber inlay on the
shelf25side of the grip. The Flatback grip fits seamlessly
into the slot machined into the riser and provides
excellent
transitions between the synthetic material
5
and the aluminum portion of the grip. The Flatback
grip 0is slim and comfortable, providing enough contact area to maintain comfort throughout the rigors
of the draw and shot sequence. My attempts to

36 Mathews Tactic
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Mathews Tactic
Mathews Tactic Draw Cycle Efficiency

90

Draw-Force Curve
Letdown-Force Curve
Peak Draw Force = 60.1 pounds
Peak Letdown Force = 58.5 pounds
Actual Letoff = 76.5%
Effective Letoff = 79.8%

80
70 Draw Cycle Efficiency = 97.4%
60
Draw Force (lbs)

intentionally induce torque into the Tactic were met with only
moderate resistance.
Draw Cycle: The draw cycle on the Tactic starts out quite
smooth, ramping quickly to peak draw weight early in the
cycle. Near-peak weight is maintained for a lengthy portion of
the draw, resulting in a perceived increase in eﬀort during the
latter portions of the draw cycle, where arm/elbow/shoulder
leverage is reduced. There was a slight hesitation in the draw
just before rolling over into a moderately deep and wide valley
with an ill-defined back wall. On average, the Tactic stores 3.93
foot-pounds of energy for each inch of power stroke.

50
40
Stored Energy = 80.1 lb-ft.

30

Letdown Energy = 78 lb-ft.

20
10

Sound and Vibration

At the shot, the Tactic is extremely dead in the hand,
with no noticeable feedback or residual vibration felt in the
handle. There also did not seem to be any tendency for rotation in the hand (if viewed from above) but the top of the bow
does rotate back toward the shooter slightly during followthrough. The backward rotation is followed by the top of the
bow moving back to the neutral position, after which it gently
falls toward the target. From the shooter’s perspective, the
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Tactic seems to be below average in sound output.

Objective Test Results
Speed/Performance Measurements

Speed measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average speed of the bow
per inch of power stroke. Draw cycle eﬃciency was calculated
using the stored energy and the let-down energy captured in
the draw-force curve. The stored energy was used further to
Performance
at a Glance
lbs, 2 9 1 /4”)
:
determine
the( 6 0.1
average
dynamic
eﬃciency of the bow.

Mathews Tactic
Performance Characteristics

Arrow

300
360
420
540

320.2
295.0
	
  

274.7

Grains
Grains
Grains
Grains

Speed
320.2
295.0
274.7
244.3

K.E.
68.3
69.6
70.4
71.5

Momentum
13.7

15.2
Speed per inch of Power
Stroke:
16.5

13.9

18.8

Dynamic Effi
Arrow (Grains):
300 ciency:
360
420
85.2%
87.8%
Dynamic Efficiency:
Draw Cycle
Effi86.8%
ciency:
14.5
13.5
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.7
92.0
89.2
88.7
Noise Output (dBA):
168.5
118.6
107.8
Total Vibration (G):

87.3%
97.4%

540
89.3%
12.0
87.9

Vibration Measurements
96.2

168.5

Vibration measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average vibration in three
dimensions as well as the total average vibration.

244.3

Positive X-Vibration:
Negative X-Vibration:

48.2 g
-49.8 g

96.2

Positive Y-Vibration:
Negative Y-Vibration:

93.3 g
-97.5 g

87.9
89.3

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

92.2 g
-79.5 g

Total Vibration:

122.8 g
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118.6
107.8

92.0
85.2

89.2

88.7

86.8

87.8

50

68.3

69.6

70.4

71.5

13.7

15.2

16.5

18.8

300 Grains

360 Grains

420 Grains

540 Grains

Sound Measurements

0

Arrow Speed (fps) -vs- Weight
Dynamic Efficiency -vs- Weight
Kinetic Energy (ft lbf) -vs- Weight
Total Vibration (G) -vs- Weight
Noise Output (dBA) -vs- Weight
Momentum (ft lbf/sec) -vs- Weight

Sound measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average sound output, the
average A-Weighted sound output (mimicking the human
ear) and the average C-Weighted sound output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:

Content © Anthony Barnum. All rights reserved.
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Obsession HB33
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Draw Distance (inches)
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Introduction

Combining the features of two of its popular budget
offerings, Obsession offers the HB33 as its mid-priced
model for 2019. With a MSRP of $599, the HB33 provides
an excellent combination of performance and adjustability.
Taking its performance cues from the Turmoil RZ, the HB33
generates speeds of up to 348 fps while maintaining a high
amount of built-in adjustability, as found on the Hashtag;
both the Hashtag and the Turmoil were the subject of previous reviews for ArrowTrade and the reports can be found
in the Library archive. The HB33 utilizes the same Hybrid RZ
eccentric system found on the Turmoil RZ, providing built- Performance at a Glance ( 6 0.1 lbs, 2 9 ”) :
in draw-length adjustment from 26-30 inches in 1/2 inch
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
increments using a rotating module. A short-draw version
300 Grains
318.5
67.5
13.6
of the HB33 is also available; it uses Obsession’s Hybrid SD
360 Grains
293.9
69.0
15.1
420 Grains
273.7
69.8
16.4
cam to provide additional draw lengths between 24 inches
540 Grains
243.6
71.2
18.8
and 25-1/2 inches. The HB33 shares a riser and limb-pocket
design with the Hashtag, utilizing an extra-long limb bolt/
Arrow (Grains):
300
360
420
540
barrel nut combination to provide a high amount of draw- 	
  
83.4%
85.2%
86.2%
87.9%
Dynamic Efficiency:
weight adjustability. Further customization is available in 	
  
14.1
13.1
11.7
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.3
the form of 15 different riser and limb finishes as well as
88.5
85.9
85.8
84.4
Noise Output (dBA):
nine different string/cable color combinations.
323.3
302.5
254.1
203.2
Total Vibration (G):

Out-of-the-Box Assessment

The HB33 sample that was provided for this evaluation was measured to have a brace height of 6.410 inches while the
axle-to-axle length was measured to be 33-3/16 inches. The requested 29 inch, 60 pound model was measured straight out of
the box to have a 29 inch draw length and a peak draw weight of 61.0 pounds. When shot by hand with a 300 grain arrow, the
HB33 achieved an average speed of 322.1 fps in the out-of-box configuration, with only a brass nock added to the string. Per
request from Obsession, the limb bolts were adjusted to bring the HB33 into test specifications.

Subjective Test Results

Content © Anthony Barnum. All rights reserved.

Fit and Finish: The HB33 provided for this evaluation featured Veil Whitetail camouflage
finish on both the riser and the limbs while the eccentrics, limb pockets and string suppressor
assembly were finished in black anodizing. The Whitetail camo finish was clear, crisp and consistent throughout, providing excellent coverage
with no noticeable seams. Other than some minor
machining marks on the underside of the rear portion of the limb pocket assembly, the machinedaluminum components and eccentrics were found
to be without any blemishes.
Grip: The HB33 maintains the same two-piece
sideplate grip found on Obsession’s flagship bows
but the side-to-side and front-to-back profiles of
the riser contours are substantially smaller. The
grip still provides smooth contours and transitions
and, while this grip is likely to fit smaller hands
quite well, I personally prefer this slimmer profile,
even though I have average- to above-averagesized hands. I found consistent hand placement to
be easily achieved and the HB33 seemed to resist
intentionally-induced torque quite well.
Draw Cycle: The draw cycle on the HB33
starts out a bit stiff in the stacking phase, rampCall your Dealer and ask for Maple Leaf Press Targets!
ing up quite quickly to peak draw weight early in
1215 S. Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417
the cycle. The transition into the holding phase is
Phone 616-846-8844 · Fax 616-846-6408
info@mapleleafpress.com
smooth and seamless, with a gradual transition

Official
Targets at
Unofficial
Prices
®
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At the shot, the HB33 exhibits a bit of a “bump” in
the hand, with the top of the bow rotating back toward
the shooter. During follow-through, the top of the bow
passes back through the neutral position and falls gently
toward the target. The HB33 also has a slight tendency to
rotate counterclockwise in the hand after the shot (if viewed
from above). High-frequency and -amplitude vibration is

90

Draw-Force Curve
Letdown-Force Curve
Peak Draw Force = 60.1 pounds
Peak Letdown Force = 57.5 pounds
Actual Letoff = 74.8%
Effective Letoff = 78.7%

80
70 Draw Cycle Efficiency = 94.3%
60
50
40
Stored Energy = 81 lb-ft.

30

Letdown Energy = 76.4 lb-ft.

10
0

0

5

10

15

20
25
Draw Distance (inches)

30

35

40

dampened quickly and is felt in the handle for only a short
duration after the shot. Sound output seems to be below
average from the shooter’s perspective.

Objective Test Results
Speed/Performance Measurements

Obsession HB33
Performance Characteristics

Speed measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average speed of the bow
per
inch (of
Performance at
a Glance
6 0.1power
lbs, 2 9 ”) :stroke. Draw cycle eﬃciency was calculated
Arrow
Speedstored
K.E.
Momentum
using the
energy
and the let-down energy captured in
300 Grains
318.5
67.5
13.6
the draw-force
curve. The15.1stored energy was used further to
360 Grains
293.9
69.0
420 Grains
273.7
69.8
16.4
determine
the average
dynamic
eﬃciency of the bow.
540 Grains
243.6
71.2
18.8

323.3
302.5

293.9

Obsession HB33 Draw Cycle Efficiency

20

Sound and Vibration

318.5

Obsession HB33

Draw Force (lbs)

toward the let-oﬀ phase. The transition into let-oﬀ was met
with just the slightest of hesitations, resulting in a perceived
increase in eﬀort. The draw cycle ends in a moderately deep
and slightly narrow valley with an extremely solid back wall.
I was able to achieve controlled let-down with a little bit of
practice, as there was a slight tendency for the string to try
to jump forward, toward the brace position. On average, the
HB33 stores 3.89 foot-pounds of energy for each inch that
you draw it back.

273.7
	
  

243.6 	
  

Arrow (Grains):
Dynamic Efficiency:
Speed Per Inch of PS:
Noise Output (dBA):
Total Vibration (G):

300

360

420

540

15.3

14.1

13.1

11.7

88.5

85.9

85.8

84.4

Speed
per85.2%
inch86.2%
of Power
83.4%
87.9% Stroke:

13.6

Dynamic
Effi
ciency:
323.3
302.5
254.1
203.2
Draw Cycle Efficiency:

254.1

85.7%
94.3%

Vibration Measurements

Vibration measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average vibration in three
dimensions as well as the total average vibration.

203.2

Content © Anthony Barnum. All rights reserved.

88.5

83.4

85.9

85.2

85.8

84.4

86.2

87.9

50

67.5

69.0

71.2

69.8

Positive X-Vibration:
Negative X-Vibration:

105.0 g
-115.8 g

Positive Y-Vibration:
Negative Y-Vibration:

190.4 g
-234.0 g

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

192.1 g
-113.3 g

Total Vibration:

13.6

15.1

16.4

18.8

300 Grains

360 Grains

420 Grains

540 Grains

Sound Measurements

0

Arrow Speed (fps) -vs- Weight

Dynamic Efficiency -vs- Weight

Kinetic Energy (ft lbf) -vs- Weight
Total Vibration (G) -vs- Weight
Noise Output (dBA) -vs- Weight

Momentum (ft lbf/sec) -vs- Weight

Sound measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average sound output, the
average A-Weighted sound output (mimicking the human
ear) and the average C-Weighted sound output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:
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270.8 g

102.2 dB
86.1 dBA
93.2 dBC
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PSE Drive 3B
Product Highlights:

PSE Drive 3B

Building on its budget-minded Drive platform, PSE introduces the Drive 3B
as its mid-priced pro-level hunting bow for 2019. With a brace height of 7
inches and an axle-to-axle length of 29-1/2 inches, the Drive 3B provides a
compact yet forgiving shooting configuration. The “3B” moniker comes
from the inclusion of PSE’s new 3B Binary Cam System. This eccentric
system is a three-track slaved dual-cam system that includes an integrated
module to provideDrive
draw-length
adjustments
25-1/2 and
31
Building on itsrotating
budget-minded
platform,
PSEbetween
introduces
the
inches in 1/2 inch increments. A fixed cable-contacting draw stop is
Drive 3B as its mid-priced
pro-level
hunting
bow
for
2019.
With
a
brace
incorporated into the module to provide a let-off rating of 85 percent at all
settings while length
timing marks
are machined
into the
each Drive
cam to
height of 7 inches draw-length
and an axle-to-axle
of 29-1/2
inches,
serve as an indication of proper timing. The 3B cams are paired with PSE’s
3B provides a compact
yet
forgiving
shooting
confi
guration.
The
“3B”
highly preloaded wide-track split limbs and a 7 inch brace-height
moniker comes from
the inclusion
of PSE’s
3B toBinary
Cam
System.
configuration
to store the
energy new
necessary
generate
advertised
IBO
speeds of
330 fps. One-piece
engineered
synthetic system
limb pockets
are
This eccentric system
is upa tothree-track
slaved
dual-cam
that
used to affix the limbs to the newly-redesigned forged-aluminum riser while
includes an integrated
rotating
to provide
draw-length
maintaining
positivemodule
limb alignment
throughout
the shot cycle. adjustThe limb
pockets and
are anchored
with aninextended
limb-bolt/barrel-nut
ments between 25-1/2
31 inches
1/2 inch
increments.combination
A fixed
that provides about 20 pounds of draw-weight adjustment from the
cable-contacting draw
stop
is incorporated
into the
to provide
minimum
to maximum
setting. Available
in a module
barebow configuration
for aa
MSRP of at
$549.99,
the Drive 3B settings
provides excellent
performance
and
let-off rating of 85 percent
all draw-length
while timing
marks
for the price. To further enhance value, the Drive 3B is offered in
are machined intoversatility
each
cam
to
serve
as
an
indication
of
proper
timing.
PSE’s Ready to Shoot Pro Package, which includes an AMP Micro Sight, a
The 3B cams are paired
with PSE’s
wide-track
split
Phantom Drop-Away
Rest,highly
an 8 inchpre-loaded
Spire stabilizer with
weights, a Covert
a PSE Neoprene
a Red to
Aluminum
Peepenergy
Sight andnecesa Nock
limbs and a 7 inch quiver,
brace-height
confiSling,
guration
store the
Loop, all for an MSRP of $699.99.

Introduction

PSE Drive 3B
Contact Info: PSE Archery	
  
www.pse-archery.com
MSRP:
Cams:
Limbs:
Grip:
Let-off:
String:
Damping:
Finish:

$549.99/$699.99(Ready To Shoot) Draw Length:
3B Binary Cam System
Draw Weight:
Wide-Track Split Limb
Brace Height:
Axle to Axle:
3rd Gen B.E.S.T
85%*
Mass Weight:
LiveWire Bowstrings – BCY
Shock Modz, Backstop 4

25 ½”-31” *
60, 70*
7” *
29½” *
3.7 ^
*Advertised
^Measured

Mossy Oak Country, Kuiu Verde, Charcoal, Black, Tan

Performance at a Glance (60.1 lbs, 29”):
Arrow

300
360
420
540

Grains
Grains
Grains
Grains

Speed

K.E.

309.9
284.9
264.4
234.0

Arrow (Grains):
Dynamic Efficiency:
Speed Per Inch of PS:
Noise Output (dBA):
Total Vibration (G):

64.0
64.9
65.2
65.6

Momentum
13.3
14.7
15.9
18.0

300

360

420

540

80.8%

81.9%

82.3%

82.9%

15.3

14.0

13.0

11.5

86.8

85.5

85.3

84.2

327.4
294.6
288.1
220.3
sary to generate advertised IBO speeds of up to 330 fps. One-piece engiOut-of-the-Box Assessment:
neered synthetic limb
pockets
are
used
to
affi
x
the
limbs
to
the
newlyThe Drive 3B sample that was provided for this evaluation was measured to
have a brace height
6.950 inches
while the axle-to-axle
measured tothroughout
be 29-3/4 inches.
requested
29The
inch, limb
60 pound
model was
redesigned forged-aluminum
riserof while
maintaining
positivelength
limbwas
alignment
theTheshot
cycle.
pockets
are
measured straight out of the box to have a 29 inch draw length and a peak draw weight of 61.9 pounds. When shot by hand with a 300 grain arrow, the
anchored with an extended
limb-bolt/barrel-nut
combination
that
provides
about
20
pounds
of
draw-weight
adjustment
from
Drive 3B achieved an average speed of 316.1 fps in the out-of-box configuration. Per request from PSE, the limb bolts were adjusted to bring the Drive
into draw-weight
specifications.
the minimum to maximum setting. Available in a barebow configuration for a MSRP of $549.99, the3BDrive
3B provides
excellent
Subjective
Results:
performance and versatility
forTest
the price.
To further enhance value, the Drive 3B is offered in PSE’s Ready to Shoot Pro Package,
and
Finish:
which includes an Fit
AMP
Micro
Sight, a Phantom Drop-Away Rest, an 8 inch Spire stabilizer with weights, a Covert quiver, a PSE
The fit and finish of the Drive 3B sample provided for this review were quite good overall, with only
Neoprene Sling, a Red
Aluminum
Peepnoted.
Sight
and
a Nock
allspots
for on
a MSRP
$699.99.
minor cosmetic blemishes
There
were
several Loop,
“pinprick”
the riser of
where
the film-dip finish

did not fully adhere and I also noticed some distortion in the pattern near the bottom of the riser. This is
typical of film-dip finishes, though and is only mentioned from an aesthetic perspective. Otherwise, the
machined aluminum eccentrics and modules were found to have an excellent anodized finish and no
sample
that
was
provided
forcables
this also
evaluation
measured
to have
a brace height
machining
marks
while
the string and
appeared to was
have quality
construction.
	
  

Out-of-the-Box Assessment

The Drive 3B
of 6.950 inches while the
axle-to-axle lengthGrip:
was measured to be 29-3/4 inches. The requested 29 inch, 60 pound model was measured straight out of
Drive
3B features
an integrated
grip with
contours
machined
directly
into the When
riser. This
grip is
the box to have a 29The
inch
draw
length
and a peak
draw
weight
of 61.9
pounds.
shot
byboth
hand with a 300 grain arrow, the
smooth and comfortable, with a narrow profile and excellent contours that promote consistent hand
Drive 3B achieved an
average
speed
of
316.1
fps
in
the
out-of-box
confi
guration.
Per
request
placement. Both the front-to-back and side-to-side dimensions fit my hand quite nicely and the contact area from PSE, the limb bolts were
is large
enough
to remain
quite comfortable
throughout
the rigors of the draw cycle. However, I did find
adjusted to bring the
Drive
3B into
draw-weight
specifi
cations.
the Drive 3B to be quite susceptible to intentionally-induced torque.

Draw Cycle:

Subjective Test Results

The Drive 3B’s draw cycle ramps up quickly in the stacking phase, reaching peak draw weight early in the

Fit and Finish: cycle.
The fiThe
t and
finish
of the
thestacking
Drivephase
3B sample
provided
this review
were
quite
transition
from
to the holding
phase isfor
seamless,
after which
it feels
as good overall, with only minor
there
is a gradual
in effort
for the majority
holding
beforethe
transitioning
intofinish did not fully adhere and I
cosmetic blemishesthough
noted.
There
weredecrease
several
“pinprick”
spots of
onthethe
riserphase
where
film-dip
let-off. This gradual transition results in an even smoother drop into the valley, which is extremely deep
also noticed some distortion
pattern
nearBecause
the bottom
ofrating
the upwards
riser. However,
this
is typical
and wide withina the
very solid
back wall.
of a let-off
of 90 percent,
let-down
of the of film-dip finishes and is only
Drive 3B seemed to take forever,
as the cams
justan
didaesthetic
not seem toperspective.
want to break out
of the valley.
mentioned
from
Otherwise,
the machined-aluminum eccenHowever, controlled let-down was still quite easily achieved once the eccentrics began to rotate. On
trics
and
modules
were
found
to
have
an
excellent
anodized
finish and no machining
average, the Drive 3B stores 3.90 foot-pounds of energy for each inch of power stroke.	
  
marks
while
the
string
and
cables
also
appeared
to
have
quality
construction.
Sound and Vibration:
Grip:
The into
Drive
3B features
integrated
with conAt the shot, the Drive 3B provides a bit
of feedback
the hand,
followed by aan
corresponding
jumpgrip
toward
the target for the bottom of the riser.
This
results in the directly
top of the bow
rotating
back toward
shooter
just a smooth
tours
machined
into
the riser.
Thisthe
grip
is both
bit during follow-through, after which it makes a slow return to the brace position. There is a slight tendency
and comfortable,
with
a narrow
le and itexcellent
for the Drive 3B to rotate counterclockwise
(if viewed from
above)
in the handprofi
but otherwise,
returns to ancontours
almost neutral position after completing
the shot sequence.
A high-frequency,
low-amplitude vibration
is felt front-tothat promote
consistent
hand placement.
Both the
in the handle for only a moderate duration after the shot and Content
sound©output
from therights
Drive
3B seemed to be
Anthony Barnum. All
reserved.
back
and
side-to-side
dimensions
fi
t
my
hand
quite
nicely and
below average to my ear. 	
  
the contact area is large enough to remain quite comfortable
throughout the rigors of the draw cycle. However, I did find
the Drive 3B to be quite susceptible to intentionally-induced
torque.
Draw Cycle: The Drive 3B’s draw cycle ramps up quickly
in the stacking phase, reaching peak draw weight early in
the cycle. The transition from the stacking phase to the holding phase is seamless, after which it feels as though there is a
gradual decrease in effort for the majority of the holding phase
before the transition into let-off. This gradual transition results
in an even smoother drop into the valley, which is extremely
deep and wide with a very solid back wall. Because of a let-off
rating upwards of 90 percent, let-down of the Drive 3B seemed
to take forever, as the cams just did not seem to want to break

40 PSE Drive 3B
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PSE Drive 3B
out of the valley. However, controlled let-down was still quite
easily achieved once the eccentrics began to rotate. On average, the Drive 3B stores 3.90 foot-pounds of energy for each
inch of power stroke.

PSE Drive 3B Draw Cycle Efficiency

90

Draw-Force Curve
Letdown-Force Curve
Peak Draw Force = 60.1 pounds
Peak Letdown Force = 56.4 pounds
Actual Letoff = 87.6%
Effective Letoff = 92.6%

80
70 Draw Cycle Efficiency = 92.6%

Draw Force (lbs)

60

Sound and Vibration

At the shot, the Drive 3B provides a bit of feedback into
the hand, followed by a corresponding jump toward the target for the bottom of the riser. This results in the top of the
bow rotating back toward the shooter just a bit during follow-through, after which it makes a slow return to the brace
position. There is a slight tendency for the Drive 3B to rotate
counterclockwise (if viewed from above) in the hand but
otherwise, it returns to an almost neutral position after completing the shot sequence. A high-frequency, low-amplitude
vibration is felt in the handle for only a moderate duration
after the shot and sound output from the Drive 3B seemed to
be below average to my ear.

Objective Test Results
Speed/Performance Measurements

Speed measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average speed of the bow
per inch of power stroke. Draw cycle eﬃciency was calculated
using the stored energy and the let-down energy captured in
the draw-force curve. The stored energy was used further to
PSE Drive 3B
Performance Characteristics

294.6

40
30

Letdown Energy = 73.3 lb-ft.

Stored Energy = 79.2 lb-ft.

20
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0

0
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10

15

20
25
Draw Distance (inches)

284.9

13.5

Dynamic Efficiency:
Draw Cycle Efficiency:

82.0%
92.6%

Vibration Measurements

Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
Vibration
measurements
were
made with four diﬀerent
300 Grains
309.9
64.0
13.3
360
Grains
284.9
64.9
14.7 average vibration in three
arrow 420
weights
to
determine
the
Grains
264.4
65.2
15.9
540 Grainsas well
234.0 as the
65.6 total average
18.0
dimensions
vibration.

	
  

	
  

Arrow (Grains):
Dynamic Efficiency:
Speed Per Inch of PS:
Noise Output (dBA):
Total Vibration (G):

300

360

420

540

80.8%

81.9%

82.3%

82.9%

Positive X-Vibration:
15.3
14.0
13.0
86.8
85.5
85.3
Negative X-Vibration:
327.4
294.6
288.1

64.6 g
-71.6 g

11.5
84.2
220.3

218.2 g
-159.6 g
161.6 g
-136.2 g
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282.6 g

234.0

The addition of a 10 inch Dead Center Archery Products
Dead Silent Carbon Stabilizer with 3 ounces of weight yielded
a significant reduction of peak total vibration when measured
with a 360 grain arrow.

220.3

DCAP Reduction:
86.8

40

Performance at a Glance ( 6 0.1 lbs, 2 9 ”) :

Total Vibration:
264.4

35

Speed per inch of Power Stroke:

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

288.1

30

determine the average dynamic eﬃciency of the bow.

Positive Y-Vibration:
Negative Y-Vibration:

327.4

309.9

50

85.5

85.3

84.2

80.8

81.9

82.3

82.9

64.0

64.9

65.2

65.6

Sound Measurements

50

13.3

14.7

15.9

18.0

300 Grains

360 Grains

420 Grains

540 Grains

18.1 %

Sound measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average sound output, the
average A-Weighted sound output (mimicking the human
ear) and the average C-Weighted sound output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:

104.5 dB
85.5 dBA
96.7 dBC

0

Arrow Speed (fps) -vs- Weight

Dynamic Efficiency -vs- Weight

Kinetic Energy (ft lbf) -vs- Weight
Total Vibration (G) -vs- Weight

Momentum (ft lbf/sec) -vs- Weight
Noise Output (dBA) -vs- Weight

The addition of a 10 inch Dead Center Archery Products
Dead Silent Carbon Stabilizer with 3 ounces of weight yielded
a reduction of A-Weighted sound output when measured
with a 360 grain arrow.
DCAP Reduction:
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Xpedition Mountaineer X
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Introduction

Making its first foray into the budget-minded side of
the industry, Xpedition Archery offers the Mountaineer X
as its mid-priced offering for 2019. While certainly near the
top end of the mid-priced category at a MSRP of $849, the
Mountaineer X includes many of the same components and
technologies associated with Xpedition’s premium offerings.
The Mountaineer X utilizes the same style of limbs, limb
pockets, adjustable string suppressor, roller slide and GAS
bowstrings found on the Mako-X that was reviewed in a
previous edition of ArrowTrade. Differences include the incorporation of a new pivoting carbon cable-guard that allows
the cables to deflect toward the centerline of the bow while Performance at a Glance ( 6 0.1 lbs, 2 9 -3/1 6 ”) :
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
under load as well as a new Hybrid cam system known as the
300 Grains
315.7
66.4
13.5
XS-V cam. The XS-V cam system used on the Mountaineer
360 Grains
290.9
67.6
15.0
X utilizes built-in rotating modules to provide draw-length
420 Grains
270.8
68.4
16.2
adjustments from 26-1/2 to 30-1/2 inches in 1/2 inch incre540 Grains
241.2
69.7
18.6
ments without the need of a bow press. All that is required is
Arrow (Grains):
300
360
420
540
to loosen two torx-head setscrews, rotate the modules to the
81.7%
83.2%
84.1%
85.8%
desired position and move the adjustable draw stop to the
Dynamic Efficiency:
corresponding setting; there are no expensive modules to 	
  
14.4
13.4
11.9
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.6
buy or stock. The limb-contacting adjustable draw-stops also
86.7
85.3
85.1
85.0
Noise Output (dBA):
provide the ability to fine-tune both draw length and holding
124.3
200.8
173.1
138.5
Total Vibration (G):
weight while creating an extremely solid back wall. The XS-V
cam is paired with Xpedition’s highly pre-loaded split limbs to
store the energy needed to generate advertised IBO speeds of up to 340 fps. The best part is that it achieves these speeds with
a forgiving and stable 33-1/4 inch axle-to-axle, 7 inch brace-height configuration.

Out-of-the-Box Assessment

The Mountaineer X sample that was provided for this evaluation was measured to have a
brace height of 7.060 inches while the axle-to-axle length was measured to be 32-7/8 inches.
The requested 29 inch, 60 pound model was measured straight out of the box to have a 29 inch
draw length and a peak draw weight of 59.8 pounds. When shot by hand with a 300 grain arrow,
the Mountaineer X achieved an average speed of 316.2 fps in the out-of-box configuration, with
only a brass nock added to the string. Per request from Xpedition, a twist was added to the yoke
cable to bring the Mountaineer X into test specifications.
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Subjective Test Results

Fit and Finish: The Mountaineer X sample provided for this evaluation exhibited excellent
fit and finish throughout, with no noticeable cosmetic blemishes. The green powdercoat finish
on the riser provided excellent coverage while the black film-dip finish on the limbs provided
an aesthetically pleasing contrast that was similar in quality. The black anodized eccentrics, limb
pockets and cable-guard assembly were free of machining marks and the black GAS bowstrings
appeared to be of top-notch construction.
Grip: Like its flagship counterpart, the Mako-X, the Mountaineer X features a two-piece
Dymondwood sideplate grip with the contact area machined directly into the riser. The sideplates are recessed into the riser, where they fit snugly in machined cutouts where the grip
hand is only able to make minimal contact during the shot sequence. The grip is narrow, is
well-rounded and fit my hand quite well but the dimension from the front of the riser to the
grip contact area is a bit larger than I prefer. My attempts to intentionally induce torque into the
bow were met with only moderate resistance but the Mountaineer X returned to a consistent
position once the torque was removed.
Draw Cycle: The Mountaineer X draw cycle ramps up quickly yet smoothly in the stacking
phase of the draw cycle, after which a smooth transition to a lengthy holding phase is made.
Near-peak draw weight is maintained for about half of the draw cycle, resulting in a lot of stored
energy as well as a perceived increase in effort about halfway through the cycle. I also found
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Xpedition Mountaineer X
Xpedition Mountaineer X Draw Cycle Efficiency

90

Draw-Force Curve
Letdown-Force Curve
Peak Draw Force = 60.1 pounds
Peak Letdown Force = 57.2 pounds
Actual Letoff = 73%
Effective Letoff = 78.8%

80
70 Draw Cycle Efficiency = 95.4%
60
Draw Force (lbs)

there to be a slight hesitation in the transition from the
holding phase into let-oﬀ that made for a slightly more
abrupt ending to the draw cycle than was anticipated as
the draw-stops contacted the limbs. The valley is neither
deep nor shallow and neither wide nor narrow but it
does exhibit an extremely solid back wall. Controlled letdown was quite easily achieved with the Mountaineer
X and on average, the bow stores 4.03 foot-pounds of
energy for each inch that you draw it back.

Sound and Vibration

50
40
Stored Energy = 81.3 lb-ft.

30

Letdown Energy = 77.6 lb-ft.

20

At the shot, the Mountaineer X is very dead in the
10
hand, with no perceptible feedback in the hand or
0
residual vibration to speak of. During follow-through,
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
Draw Distance (inches)
the top of the bow begins to rotate gradually back
toward the shooter, picking up a bit of steam along the
counterclockwise rotation in my hand (if viewed from above)
way. The addition of an appropriately-weighted stabilizer after the shot and, to my ear, the Mountaineer X seemed to be
should balance the bow out quite nicely. I did not notice any below average in sound output.

Xpedition Mountaineer X
Performance Characteristics
315.7
290.9
200.8
270.8

Objective Test Results
Speed/Performance Measurements

Speed measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average speed of the bow
per inch of power stroke. Draw cycle eﬃciency was calculated
using the stored energy and the let-down energy captured in
Performance at a Glance ( 6 0.1 lbs, 2 9 -3/1 6 ”) :
the draw-force curve. The stored energy was used further to
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
determine
dynamic
eﬃciency of the bow.
300 Grains
315.7 the average
66.4
13.5
360 Grains
420 Grains
540 Grains

173.1

241.2
	
  

290.9
270.8
241.2

67.6
68.4
69.7

15.0
16.2
18.6

Speed per inch of Power Stroke:

Arrow (Grains):
300
360
420
81.7% Effi
83.2%
84.1%
Dynamic
ciency:
Dynamic Efficiency:
15.6
14.4
13.4
Speed Per Inch Draw
of PS: Cycle
Efficiency:
86.7
85.3
85.1
Noise Output (dBA):
200.8
173.1
138.5
Total Vibration (G):

13.9

540

83.7%
95.4%

85.8%
11.9
85.0
124.3

Vibration Measurements

138.5

Vibration measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average vibration in three
dimensions as well as the total average vibration.

124.3
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86.7

81.7

85.3

83.2

85.0

85.1

85.8

84.1

50

66.4

67.6

68.4

69.7

13.5

15.0

16.2

18.6

Positive Y-Vibration:
Negative Y-Vibration:

93.4 g
-94.1 g

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

140.9 g
-127.4 g
159.2 g

Sound Measurements

360 Grains

420 Grains

540 Grains

Arrow Speed (fps) -vs- Weight

Dynamic Efficiency -vs- Weight

Kinetic Energy (ft lbf) -vs- Weight
Total Vibration (G) -vs- Weight
Noise Output (dBA) -vs- Weight

Momentum (ft lbf/sec) -vs- Weight
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41.7 g
-53.0 g

Total Vibration:

0

300 Grains

Positive X-Vibration:
Negative X-Vibration:

Sound measurements were made with four diﬀerent
arrow weights to determine the average sound output, the
average A-Weighted sound output (mimicking the human
ear) and the average C-Weighted sound output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:

103.8 dB
85.5 dBA
95.2 dBC
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